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M I N I M A L I S T

W56WV
DC CEILING FAN

Like any contemporary interior types, the W56WV is the result
of technological advancement and modern design elements.

S T Y L E
INT ERIOR DE S IGN TIPS
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T H E W 5 6 W V C E I L I N G FA N

W HAT’ S GOOD?
W56WV, White
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M I N I M ALIS TIC D E S IGN
It is safe to say the Minimalism will never go out of style. It is more than just
clean lines and designs. It is a way of life. The W56WV ceiling fan is sleek and
is the perfect addition to any modern day interior design. The solid black or
white coloured fan evokes an elegant yet modern impression in
the home living area.

P E R FO RM ANC E
The 3D blades on the W56WV are specially designed to generate
stronger air flow. The curve and angles of the blade are carefully
fabricated to provide a much smoother airflow, while
maintaining operational noise at the lowest levels.

SCA N DI N A VI A N

CON TEMPORA RY

Characterized by simplicity, minimalism and functionality,
many Scandinavian interior designs depends heavily on
materials like wood, and bright whites with pops of black.
The white version of the W56WV is the perfect accessory to
achieve the complete and classic scandinavian look. If you
are looking to up the elegance game, the black version of
the fan has just the right amount of contrast for this interior.

The colour black is often used to define the
contemporary style. The decorative style is
defined by simplicity and subtle sophistication.
The W56WV in black is able to make a bold
statement with its distinct and slightly matt
appearance but at the same time maintaining
the uncluttered and smooth look.
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S L E E K

U60FW
DC CEILING FAN

The U60FW is a DC motor ceiling fan that comes with five 3D blades and a built-in LED lamp. KDK DC motor powered
fans are energy efficient, and they operate with very minimal noise, making them one of the most silent fans out there.

L I G HT I T UP
w ith the U6 0FW DC CEILING FAN

It’s all about the

MOOD
Play up the atmosphere and mood element of your
house with the U60FW ceiling fan as it offers various
colour light settings and brightness levels to choose
from. Create an intimate and relaxing mood after a
long day at work with the warmlight setting or the
cool light setting to simulate a comfortable and
cosy feeling.

E mb race

N A TU R E
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One of KDK’s most innovative features is the 1/f Yuragi.
This feature aims to simulate the pattern of natural
breeze that you find in grassy plains. This added feature
is especially useful for people that prefers a more
rhythmic flow of wind that can be quite refreshing and
comfortable at times!

STYLE

The Transitional style is all about mixing both traditional and
modern furnishings and decor. Integrate vintage chairs and tables
in the living area, and allow the U60FW to embrace the modern
part of the interior. The U60FW offers a dynamic solution for this
interior design, by showcasing its soft lines and modern design.
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C O M P A C T
a n d p owe rf ul

U48FP
DC CEILING FAN
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Compact in size, this fan is also great for bedrooms.

F E E L

G O O D
Pretty Lit!
Without having to take up space in your room, the U48FP offers a secondary
light source for mood lighting. The U48FP is also an excellent alternative to
your traditional bedside table lamp. Never worry about harsh or flattened
light as the lamp offers 3 different brightness settings that can be easily
changed with the touch of a button on the remote control.
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It is also about feeling

S A F E
Safeguard Your Interest
Having a ceiling fan in your room should be the least of your worries. KDK is
first in the market to introduce the Patented Safety Design, putting multiple
safety features in place such as a Cut-off Safety Switch, Safety Switch and the
Fall Prevention Plate. We are committed to ensure that safety and quality
remains uncompromised.
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LESS IS MORE
Using bare essentials to create an uncluttered space, the Minimalistic interior is about the clean lines and
smooth surfaces. Though the design prioritizes on single-color decoration, the is no ‘right’ colour. Choose
from black or white, the U48FP serves as the perfect accessory for that monochromatic touch of contrast.
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Pe r fe c t

B A L A N C E

T 6 0 AW
DC CEILING FAN

The T60AW DC Ceiling fan is the perfect balance between the black and white fans KDK has to offer. T60AW
offers a timeless design, and a practical gray colour that could easily be integrated into various interior styles.

P E RFORM A N CE
The T60AW is the final model of the DC Ceiling Fan lineup,
expect nothing less than a high performance yet energy
efficient ceiling fan equipped with the best safety features.

I N N OV A T I ON
The T60AW works hard behind the scenes so more energy could be
saved. The built-in Thermal Sensor is able to intelligently adjust its air
velocity based on the change in room temperature.
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Th e Powe r o f

C O L O U R
The colour grey is often perceived as the absence of colour, but it evokes a kind of sophistication
like no other. This is definitely the option for people that appreciates subtle contrast. The timeless
design and colour of the fan also allows a harmonious mix of other colours in your room. However
you’d like to feel, the T60AW resonates with you.
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WHEN GREY
MEETS WOOD
The A l mo st Pe r fe c t Co mbi n at i on
When grey furnishings combine with wood accents or style, the result is distinct
and impactful. The earthy and wood elements and the ever modern design of the
T60AW offers a good blend of the present and the past. This approach of colours
creates a more dramatic and decadent feel.
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